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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Jorge Luis Tovar Díaz has contributed to the dictionary with 7885 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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pura paja
Talk about pure straw i.e. lies, is talking vascuencias, stupidities, things without sense or logical.

puré
Puree : ( s .   M.  ) Stew that is made with cooked and crushed foods.

puré de papa
Pasta or I stew which is made with cooked and shredded potato.

purgatorio
1- In the Catholic religion, place where the souls of the deceased purge their sins before going to glory.   2- Place,
sometimes imaginary, where hardships are similar. 

purina
Purine : ( feminine noun ) 1- In biochemistry, nitrogenous base formed by two heterocyclic rings .   2- Purina is the brand
of an animal feed, especially to be supplied to so-called chickens and broilers.    3- In popular jargon they say "purine" to
that person who suffers from infertility. 

purísima
Purisima is the name of a municipality in Colombia, located in the Department of Córdoba. Its main economic activities
are cattle raising and agriculture.

pusilanime
coward is incorrectly written and should be written as coward being his meaning: Coward: (adj.  ) It says who lacks
value, boldness or courage to do something.

puta
It is a dirty word, especially when applied as an adjective to the woman who is a sex worker.  That is why, to protect the
dignity of this woman, now is commonly called Lady's company.  On the other hand, this word is used in female or male
and singular or plural to express anger, mainly in situations where something has gone wrong or when something has
been misplaced or lost.  Examples: "I cannot find the keys to whores".  "I lost the bet bitch."   "Again went off the fucking
truck", etc.

putas
Hookers: Plural of a bitch.  Derogatory way to call a woman who engages in prostitution.  This adjective is still more
disparaging than "prostitute".  Therefore, to protect the dignadad these women, now are often called "ladies of
company".

puteada
A puteada is a rude insult. 

putear
Putear, in popular jargon, treat someone as "son of a bitch" or "little girl". 



putiar
Treating someone with profanity. 

puto
Fucking : 1- It is a widely used adjective in popular jargon in Argentina, where they apply it to anything.  Example: "The
fucking car doesn't want to start" .   2- Man engaged in prostitution.

puyar el burro
It is a colloquial expression that means: leave a place.

puyón
In Colombia in the colloquial language it is known as "puyon" the waiter or lover of a woman.

pyme
SME: Acronym or abbreviation of small and medium enterprises.

q es un homeopata
Homeopathy: adj.  Person specialist in homeopathy.

q significa oscurana
Oscurana: f. absolute darkness.

quatro toronja
Quatro Grapefruit is the name of a soft drink made with grapefruit juice and other ingredients.  In Colombia it is
distributed nationwide by a major soft drink and soft drink company. 

que es actitud, altitud y aptitud
ATTITUDE: f. posture of the human body that normally expresses something: "This sculpture representing a man
thoughtful attitude is called the thinker ".  2 Available to the mood: "With this negative attitude you won't solve the
problem ".  ALTITUDE: f. height of a point of land relative to the level of the sea: the mountain has 3000 meters of
altitude.  Fitness: f. willingness and ability to perform well any activity: "My fitness for swimming has made me to win
three awards. Synonyms: Fitness, skill.

que es acusiosamente
It has a spelling mistake, it is THOROUGHLY: diligence, promptly, to hurry, hurry.

que es adjetivo
Adjective: m. variable part of the sentence which serves to qualify or to determine the noun: in prayer "I like that big and
beautiful house " that, big and beautiful are adjectives.

que es aguarrás
It's turpentine is incorrectly written and should be written as "what is turpentine?" being its meaning:<br>Turpentine is a
volatile essence of turpentine which is used as a solvent in paints and varnishes.



que es aldeano
Villager, na: 1 - person who lives in a village.  2. Of a village or relative to it.

que es anexión?
Annexation: Action and effect of append.

que es angina
Angina: f. (Med.  ) 1 Inflammation of the tonsils.  2 Angina pectoris: Condition of the heart that occurs with painful crisis.

que es apremiar
Press: vb. Hurry in any case. Synonyms: Hurry, hurry.

que es bagaje?
Background: m. Word of French origin. 1 Luggage. 2 Body of knowledge available to a person.

que es cilio?
Cilium: m.   (Biol.  )  Each one of the resonant potentials tabs of some organisms. They may have locomotives, tactile, or
trophic functions. 2 Llamanse as extensions of some epithelial cells, especially those of the respiratory mucosa of many
animals.

que es coagular
Clot: Solidifying a liquid, especially referred to those that contain protein such as blood.

que es con el mico al hombro
Be with the monkey on his shoulder: ( 41 colloquial expression; Be bad temper, be an angry person.

que es concepción?
Conception: f. action and effect of conceiving.

que es contrariar?
Counteract: vb. 1 Get angry or cause anger: "It contradicts my grandfather " to disobey it.  2 Oppose something or
someone: "Manuel not contradicts their parents because they know that they want the best for him ".

que es cromosoma?
Chromosome: m.   (Biol.  )  Each of the cromofilos bodies in which the core is resolved during cell division, characterised
by their shape, size and number, different for each species. It consists of a protein chain, to which genes are
incorporated.

que es edificar
Build: vb.  Manufacture, build: "On the ground where we played as children, they built a shopping mall ".

que es el galope lateral
What side Gallop is incorrectly written and should be written as "side-scrolling" being its meaning:<br>Side step or



lateral displacement occurs when horse crosses their limbs to walk, the front third slightly precedes the third back and
the head and neck are bent in the direction of the movement.

que es escalfar?
Poaching: vb. Cook in a liquid boiling eggs without the shell.

que es estructura
Structure: f. distribution and order of the various parts of a whole: 'We are studying the structure of the human body '. 2
Piece set used to hold one thing: 'The peasant made the structure of a scarecrow with two crossed sticks '. Synonyms:
Frame, support.

que es fosfato?
Phosphate: m.  Salt or ester of phosphoric acid. In some cases it is used as fertilizer.

que es histología?
Histology: f. science that studies the tissues of living beings: histology microscopes are used to observe the forms of
cells of different tissues.

que es jarrete?
Hock: m.  1. Leg hamstrings. 2 Quadruplets Hock.  3 Part high and fleshy calf, next to the hamstrings.

que es la supraestructura
The superstructure is the part of a building above the ground level.

que es latigo de fuego
It's fire whip is incorrectly written and should be written as "whip of fire ( with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>It must be a
fiery whip used for flogging during a sexual encounter in which one of the two members of the couple, the man or the
woman, or both are masochists.

que es magnanimidad?
Magnanimity: f. greatness and elevation of mood.

que es majagua
Referred to as majagua the rope or rope that is made with the fiber of this tree. This tree ( 41 majagua; in turn, is
abundant in the departments of Bolivar, Sucre and Cordoba, Colombia, and other regions of Central and South America.

que es maldita sea
Damn: 1 expression that denotes anger or annoyance. 2 An expression that is used to curse someone or something.

que es mameluco?
Romper: m. especially for children or babies, garment which covers the trunk, arms, legs and up to the foot of the infant.
2. Work overalls.



que es manglares
The correct question is: does a mangrove? Mangrove: m. very humid land with abundant mangroves. Mangrove: m. tree
of tropical coastal regions, with branches that reach to the floor and throw in the real estate.

que es mañanear?
Mañanear: Get up early, get up early in the morning or in the morning.

que es martirizar
Make you suffer martyrdom. To endure great suffering.

que es necrósis
Necrosis: f. (Med.  ) Death of cells of a tissue, an organ or part of it, usually caused by the interruption of the blood
supply. Synonym: gangrene.

que es novicio?
Novice, cia: religious even not logged permanently in a religious order. 2. Beginner in any art or faculty.

que es patatús?
Fit: m.  Fainting.

que es pellizones
What pellizones is incorrectly written and should be written as "nipples" being its meaning:<br>Nipples: m. Plural of
nipple. Small fleshy eminence of conical or cylindrical, erectile, form in the areolar Centre of the breast of the woman.

que es prieto
Prieto, ta: black, dark, obscure: "The grandmother of Joseph bought a tight skirt "

que es recocha
Recocha: f. (Colloquial term ) Relaxation, revolution, riot, disorder, flurry.

que es regimen
Board: m. set of rules that are imposed or follow. 2. Form of Government: several countries in Europe have a
monarchical regime and the inhabitants are ruled by a King. 3 Package on food that has to follow a person for reasons
of health, slimming, etc.: as Lord rivers suffers heart takes a diet of low-salt and low in fat. Synonym: diet.

que es rumiar?
Rumination is the action of chewing second time food, ruminant animals like for example the bull, ox, cow, Buffalo, etc.

que es sacudir el polvo de los pies
It is an attitude of personal hygiene.

que es siego
What is blind is incorrectly written and it should be written as "mowing" being its meaning:<br>Mowing: f. 1 - Act cut



grasses and cereals when they are ripe: "The wheat harvest is made with a tapered and curved instrument called a
sickle. 2. time to cut cereals when they are ripe: " during the harvest farmers cut the wheat, barley and alfalfa sown in
the fields of crops.

que es síndrome?
Syndrome: m. set of signs and symptoms characteristic of the disease.

que es suplementero?
Suplementero: adj.  Peddler of newspapers. Synonym: Detains vendor of newspapers.

que es tantear?
Probe: vb.  1 Calculate approximately. 2 Measured or compared one with another to see if it is suitable.

que es un abrevadero
A trough is the place where the cattle drink water, and that can be a pond, a pozuela, a stream, a Creek, etc. 
Synonyms: designing, aguada, pilon.

que es un café?
A cafe is an establishment where it is sold and this drink is taken.

que es un conjunto?
A set is the meeting of several elements. 2 Finite set: which is susceptible of perfect sorting by existing in it and any of
its partial sets a first and last element, and to be able to determine for all pair of elements is earlier.

que es un culote
Shorts: m. massif of iron having some projectiles on the site opposite to the mouth of the fuze.

que es un deudo?
A mourner is a relative, family.

que es un lapsus
Lapsus: (Latin word originally meaning " 34 slip;  ). A slip is an error or unintentional mistake usually committed by
mistake.

que es un mariachi?
A mariachi is a musical group that plays popular Mexican music, especially Ranchera and baladas-rancheras. To
interpret this type of music, these groups mainly used trumpets, violins, guitars and other stringed instruments.

que es un milagro?
A miracle is an admirable and wonderful fact that is interpreted as a divine action: in the Bible, the burning Bush which
Moses saw is a miracle because while it was burning it is burned. 2. Wonderful fact that cannot be explained by natural
law and which is considered to be produced by the intervention of God or a supernatural being: God made a miracle by
separating the waters of the Red Sea.



que es un resistor?
A resistor is an electronic component designed to introduce an electrical resistance between two points of an electrical
circuit, either to transform the electric current heat or light as in the case of the plates and lamps respectively. Synonym:
resistance.

que es un souvenir?
Souvenir: French word adapted to the Spanish as " 34 souvenir; A souvenir is an object that serves as a reminder of the
visit to a place.

que es un tacómetro?
Tachometer: m. device that measures the number of revolutions of the engine of a car.

que es un tampón?
A buffer is a cylindrical roll for feminine hygiene, which is inserted into the woman's vagina to absorb menstrual flow. To
facilitate removal, the buffer is equipped with a cord.

que es un tercero?
A third party is one person with regard to another that was mentioned, and it has caused you harm or benefit. This term
is widely used in insurance policies: "Antonio car has insurance that covers damage to third parties ".

que es un tomatodo
The "tomatodo" is a game of chance that consists of a small piece similar to a spinning top, which on each of its sides
has some words printed, among them: "take everything", "everyone put", "take one", "put one".  The people participating
in the game spin the trumpet in a certain order and must proceed according to the option determined by the piece at the
time of stopping.  For example, if the trumpet stops at the "take all" option, the player who spun it wins everything that is
currently available in the bet. 

que es un walkie-talkie?
A walkie-talkie is a small device portable transceiver radio which enables a person to communicate with another that is
within a short distance.

que es una camionada
A truckload is load carrying a truck. Examples: a truckload of sand, a truckload of stones, etc.

que es una primeriza?
First-timer: adj. woman who stop for the first time. Synonym: Primipara.

que es verga
In some States of Venezuela used this word in inflections indicating astonishment, a mood or a situation, etc. Examples:
1-"Cock boy, that heat!  ".  2 "Cock, my mom is very ill ". 3 "Dick, OK, calm down you're very upset "

que es zurear?
Cooing: Make cooing Dove.



que maricada
That bobada, that bullshit, to huevonada.

que quiere decir abrasivo
Abrasive, va: 1-relative abrasion. 2. Product that serves to proposals or Polish by friction.

que significa acá
Here: Advisor. 1. in this place, on this side 2 - indicates the place where is the person who speaks, as here, but more
indeterminate: "Here all is well. And beyond?  ". 3 denotes the present: "The family's economic situation has improved "
two months here.

que significa altura
Height: f. elevation that has a body on the surface of the Earth: that pine is fifteen meters high.  2. Dimension of the
stripped, perpendicular to the base: you can calculate the height of this triangle?  3 Merit, value: entered the competition
artists of great height.

que significa chubby
Chubby: English word which in Spanish translates: plump, chubby.

que significa classroom de english a español
Classroom: Room English word which translates in Spanish class.

que significa de hinojos
Fennel: is an adverbial phrase which means: on his knees.

que significa deshacer
Undo: vb. 1 Destroy what was done: "Mary undid the braids of the girl before bathing it 34.  2. Melt something solid,
melt: " I got rid of the butter in the Pan and put to fry meat ".

que significa el nombre yendri julissa
Yendry Julissa, Yendry Yulissa or Yendri Yulisa, is a feminine name believed that is of Arab origin and that he could
have given rise to other feminine proper name: Andry Yulisa.

que significa emisario
Emissary (and emissary): person who is sent to a place to carry a message, address an issue or mediate in a situation
or an issue in particular.

que significa endoso
Action or effect of endorsing.

que significa error
Error: m.  Action that is done wrong: "I took your book by mistake thinking it was mine " said Jose.



que significa extra largo
It applies to what is very long or longer than normal.

que significa extra largo
It applies to what is very long or longer than normal.

que significa inocuo?
Harmless, cua.   ( 41 adj;.  Referred to it that does not hurt: "This species of snake is harmless: as it does not have
poison, you can play it safely " Synonym: harmless. Antonyms: Harmful, damaging, deadly.

que significa la expresión ipso facto?
It is a Latin phrase which means: immediately, on the spot.

que significa la palabra locuaz?
Loquacious: adj. That speaks a lot: " Isabel is nice but very loquacious, already had me dizzy with so many words ".

que significa la palabra psicótica
Psychotic, ca: m. and f.  Mentally ill: " discovered that neighboring is psychotic, so they took her to a hospital specialized
in mental diseases ".

que significa la palabra test?
TEST: m.   ( 41 English voice; Test or reagent psychological which serves to determine the degree of certain psychic
abilities: mental level development; 40 special skills, sensory, motor, artistic, etc ) aspects of the character and the
personality, etc.

que significa pálida
Pale, gives: adj.  That has diminished, some intense color: "My little sister has been sick and has not given him the Sun
lately, so has very pale skin ".

que significa pesquero
Fishing: m. fishing boat.  2. Concerning the fishing: fishing is an important part of the economy of countries that have
coastlines.

que significa pontificia
Pontifical is the title bestowed by the Holy see to some Catholic universities and all ecclesiastical universities. In Bogota,
( Colombia ) for example, is located the Pontificia Universidad Javeriana.

que significa radiactivo
Radioactive, it will.  adj.  Of radioactivity, which owns this property or is related to it: "Radioactive materials should be
treated in a special way and carefully ".

que significa vamos?
We will: Exhortiva form of first person plural of the verb ir: "Come on, hurry; come on, we have to go out!  "



que significa verdidulce
What verdidulce is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Bittersweet" being its meaning:<br>Sweet and sour: (
adj.  ). 1 – that has combination of sweet and sour flavors: "Chinese food has different sweet and sour dishes ". 2 applies to something that is nice and nasty at the same time.

quedar atónito
Be amazed, Thunderstruck or dumbfounded by an object or event odd or fantastic.

quedar como una plasta
Keep as an exasperating is becoming ridiculous, look like a shoe.

quedar como una plasta
Keep as an exasperating is becoming ridiculous, look like a shoe.

quedar con los crespos hechos
Meet with the curly hair facts: Sit waiting to happen something that never happened.

quedar con los crespos hechos
Meet with the curly hair facts: Sit waiting to happen something that never happened.

quedar encinta
A woman become pregnant.

quedar flay
It is a colloquial expression that means fall deeply asleep.

quedar pasmado
Be amazed, be astounded facing an extraordinary event.

queer
Queer, is an English word which in Spanish translates: twisted, weird, strange.   This word has taken lately to refer to
gays and lesbians.

quejoso jurídicamente hablando
(A) is an adjective that applies to a person who has made a complaint before an authority or a public or private entity in
the legal, complaining.

quemador de dvd
A DVD burner is an electronic device that by an order of a computer program is capable of recording information (
sound, video and text ) on a DVD.

quemon
quemon is incorrectly written and should be written as "quemon ( with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>Quemon: m.
burning, burned.



querendón
Querendón and face: someone very loving.

querida
The beloved is the woman on the man who maintains a loving relationship in secret because they are already married
man and living with his wife.

queroseno
Kerosene, also called kerosene, is a hydrocarbon obtained as an intermediate product between naphtha or gasoline and
diesel.

quesadilla
Quesadilla : ( s .   F.  ) Corn bread, stuffed with cheese and sugar, which can be fried in oil or baked.

quesillo
Quesillo: m. tender cheese and low in salt.

qué conforman diez elementos?
Ten elements make up a dozen.

qué es cobalto?
Cobalt: m. Gray, steely, strong, slightly malleable ductile metallic element. It is obtained by roasting the cobaltine,
followed by reduction with aluminium. It is used in electroplating, dyes and in alloys with iron. Symbol, Co; N. A., 27; P.
A., 58 ' 94. 60. Radioactive cobalt whose half-life is 5 ' 3 years.  It is obtained by irradiation of oxide of cobalt in a stack.
Used in radiation therapy and for the treatment of cancer.

qué es dar mala espina?
In the popular jargon, give bad thorn is something or someone to make a negative impression.

qué es un conjunto de doce elementos?
A dozen is a set of twelve elements.

qué es un exterminador?
An exterminator ( the terminator ) is a character in a science fiction movie, an autonomous robot designed as a virtually
indestructible soldier on the battlefield. In its creation or origin, this robot is formed from a ball of fire and it is slowly
taking human appearance. It is designed for infiltration and assassination. Its versatility ranges from imitation of voices,
skill in various tactics of combat, knowledge and handling of weapons, speed and strength higher than of a human,
almost infinite learning ability, to understanding depth of human emotions.

qué es un no sé qué
"An I do not know that " is that something that is there, that exists but which is difficult to identify or decipher: "That
woman has " an I do not know that " that got me crazy ".

qué es un orate?



A madman is a madman, a madman.

qué es una amante?
A lover is a woman and companion who is not married to her partner, especially when your partner is already married
and living with his wife.

qué es una arrocera?
A rice cooker is a company that is dedicated to the distribution and sale of rice; retail and wholesale. 

qué es una chilena?
In football, a " 34 chilena; It is a maneuver that is to throw the ball overhand, pushing back with one or both feet, while
the player face up and suspended in the air without leaning on the lawn.

qué es una tripleta?
A triplet is a group or set of three persons or things.

qué molleja!
Expression used in Venezuela, that denotes anger: "The gizzard, boy, stay still!  "

qué molleja, vale!
An expression that denotes anger, widely used in Venezuela, specifically in the State of Zulia.

quibdoseño
Quibdoseño (and Quibdoseña).   Person born in the city of Quibdó in the department of Chocó, in Colombia. 

quienceañero
quienceanero is incorrectly written, and should be written as "teenager" being its meaning:<br>As noun, a teenager is a
festival which is celebrated the birthday number 15 of a woman.

quiero saber el significado de criques
Jack, cricket or Cricket: Word of French origin. 1. Jack up car. 2. Machine to lift heavy weights.

quién es el hijo del hombre?
The son of man, i.e., the son of God is Jesús of Nazareth; He put it in that famous phrase when Judas greeted him with
a kiss to deliver it to the Jews: 'Judas, with a kiss deliveries to the son of man!  '

quilla
Keel is aphaeresis of Barranquilla, which sometimes is used to refer to this city in a way loving.

quillo
Is the aphaeresis of dock.



quilmahue
Quilmahue: m. In Chile. Small edible Mussel of dark brown or black in color.

quiltro
Quiltro: In Chile. He says of the despicable person and unimportant.

quimio
Chemo: Apocope of chemotherapy, which is used colloquially.

quinceañero
As an adjective, the teenager Word ( or quinceanera ) applies to the person who is serving 15 years.

quincenazo
Is known as " quincenazo " that activity that held a commercial establishment of fortnight ( 15 and 30 ) where there are
discounts and special promotions.

quintal
Quintal.    1- Old unit of weight .    2- Quintal Metric : Mass measurement equal to 100 kilograms . 

quintala
Quintala was the name given to a dingo in the Discovery Channel television series WILD HOUR. 

quióbole
Quiobole, is the abbreviation of what was there, ole? which is a greeting used in Colombia.  The form quiobole, it is used
especially in the departments of Santander and Norte de Santander, in the other regions are used other forms such as:
"what was there"? , "what?", "what was there?", "what more?", "How are you?", "how you have fared?", etc.

quitacutícula
1- Small device that is used to remove and remove the cuticle that is housed around the nails.   2- Liquid or cream that
is used to remove and eliminate the cuticle. 

quitaesmalte
It is a liquid substance composed of acetone, which is used to remove nail polish. 

quitaesmalte
It is a liquid substance composed of acetone, which is used to remove nail polish. 

quitaesmalte
It is a liquid substance composed of acetone, which is used to remove nail polish. 

quitarse los guantes
It is set aside every violent and aggressive attitude and adopt, on the other hand, an unalterable peaceful position first
and foremost type of insult, insult or provocation.



quíntuple choque
A quintuple collision is a collision in which five vehicles involved.

quórum
Quorum: ( s. m.  ) Number of members to be met by an Assembly being valid a vote or deliberation.

rabanito
Diminutive of radish.

rabito
Rabito: Artistic name of the interpreter of the popular song of the romantic genre " love don't leave me " which says more
or less like this: " That madness I have committed, your parents no longer I want to, if it is that love was a Sin will never
have forgiveness "... If you want to listen to this song, go to YouTube and type in the search bar: " love not forsake me
rabito " click, a menu with several options will be displayed, to hear it click or play in some of them, preferably in the first.

racha
Streak: ( s.  f ) Short period of fortune or misfortune.

racor
Racor (masculine noun).     Metal piece with two internal threads in reverse direction, which is used to join tubes and
other cylindrical elements. 

radiar
Radiate : 1- Transmit or broadcast something on the radio, such as a message, an information, a news story, etc.   2-
Fire or emit luminous, thermal, magnetic, etc. radiation.

radio actor
Radio Actor (and radio actress).   Person who plays a role in a radio soap opera. 

radio bemba
In Colombia it is a colloquial expression, refers to the situation in which a series of gossips and rumors that may be true
or true is propagated.

radio operador
A radio operator, also called a radio operator, is a technician who operates or operates the console, turntables or
turntables (when these existed), the computer, and other equipment used in radio transmissions. 

radio pager
English word which means: radiobuscador, pagers. Sinonimo in English: beeper.

radio patrulla
Police vehicle equipped with radio telephone. 



radio recorder
It is an English expression that in Spanish translates : radio recorder.

radio rumbos
Radio Rumbos is a radio station that transmitted its signal from the city of Caracas, Venezuela, in amplitude modulated (
in early A.M.  )

radio-caset
A radio-caset, also known as radio-cassette is an electronic device designed to listen to radio stations and to reproduce
the sounds contained in a cassette. Synonyms: recorder, boom.

radio-cassette
Radio-cassette, also called radio, is a radio equipped with a unit for cassette or cassette used to tune stations, play the
sounds recorded on cassette and record.

radio-escucha
Radio-Escucha or listener: ( m. and f.  ) A person who habitually listen to a radio station or a radio program.

radio-novela
A soap opera is a history represented by actors and actresses through a radio or a chain of stations ( station 41 radio
network; The plot of the radio soap operas was usually melodramatic character, which was broadcast in successive
chapters.

radiocasete
A radio cassette is an electronic device equipped with a radio receiver and one or two cassette units. 

radiocentro
It is known as a radiocenter to that house or building where one or more radio stations operate. 

radiodifusora
A radio station is a radio station.

radioescucha
Listener: m. and f. person who listens to radio stations.

radiograbadora
A radio recorder is an electronic device equipped with a radio receiver and one or two cassette units.  Synonym :
radiocassette . 

radiola
The radiolas were perhaps the first radios that existed.  They were a kind of small furniture containing a transistor radio;
which appeared later, brought a built-in player; later, with the emergence of cassettes, appeared also the early sound
equipment, containing a radio to tune in to stations.  M.  a turntable and a unit for cassettes, at the same time seemed
the radio-grabadoras or radio-cassette sets which could tune in to stations. M.  and F. M.  and with one or two drives for



cassettes; then appeared the sound equipment that we know today, devoid of turntable but provided three units for CD,
in some cases.

radioperiodista
A radioperiodista is a journalist who presents the news in a radioperiodico.

radioteléfono
It is a wireless telephone in which communication is established by electromagnetic waves. 

radioterapia con cobalto
Also called cobalt therapy, is a medical therapy in which the radiation emitted by the isotope cobalt-60 is used in the
treatment of several types of cancer.

rafinha
Rafael Alcántara do Nascimento, better known as Rafinha, is a Brazilian footballer who plays as a midfielder.  He
currently provides his services to Qatar's Al Arabi team. 

raja
Raja (and also rajita ) Name given to the vagina in popular jargon.  The name originates from the fact that the vagina is
shaped like a small slit.

rajaleña
In Colombia, mainly in Barranquilla and Santa Marta, it is called jokingly music " Letter " or " rajalena " a type of music
played by the bands known as " papayeras ".

rajaleña
In Colombia, specifically in Barranquilla and Santa Marta called jokingly music " rajalena " or " Letter " a type of music
played by the bands known as " papayeras ".

rajarse
Crack: 1 - in Mexico, fail, mistakes, surrender, surrender, cow is. 2. in Colombia: lose a test. Applies to primary, basic
secondary basic education ( 41 baccalaureate; and in higher education.

rajita
Stick: diminutive of raja.

rajita
Stick: name that is you gives to the vagina in the jargon popular. This name originates from the fact that the vagina has
a slit-like shape.

rajita rica
When consulting the expression "rich rajita", the reader evidently alludes to the vagina, which is known in popular slang
as raja and rajita, for its shape similar to a small slit.  It would be enough to explain why the adjective "rich" is added. 



rajuñar
rajunar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "scratch" being its meaning:<br>Scrape or scratch any part of the
body with nails or a sharp instrument.

ramadán
Ramadan: m. ninth month of the lunar year of the Muslims, who during his thirty days, observed a strict fast food and
sexual and the sunset from the output.

ramajear
Ramajear: (v.  ) 1-cut the longest branches of a tree.    2-discuss the buyer and seller the price of a merchandise or a
product.   Synonymously: Haggle.

rambao
Rambao and ramba: ( colloquial ) It says of the person that has the head shaved.

rambao
Rambao, is a last name that you create that is of origin Colombian.

rambar
Rambar: In colloquial language, cut the hair of the monkfish. 

rambo
1-Sylvester Stallone starring Rambo in the cinematographic work of the same name.    2-Nickname with which is known
the ex-footballer Hector Ramón Sosa, for the feats he carried out on the court, especially when it was projected to attack
Gambeteando rivals to score goals.

rameado
Crowns, da: adj. said is drawing or painting of ramos on fabrics, paper, etc.

ramito
Ramito : 1- Diminutive of bouquet .   2- Artistic name of Luis Morales Ramos, performer of jíbara music born in Puerto
Rico.    3- Ponqué Ramito, is a small ponqué made by the company Ramo, which also elaborates the choco bouquet.

ramon borrell iii
Count of Barcelona ( 972-1018 41, son and successor of Borrel II ( 41 992; Sylvester II visited Rome.  He made an
expedition to 40 Córdoba; 41-1010;.  In 1015, in a RAID, reached when the Segre and Ebro.

ranchero
Rancher ( ra ) .    adj.     1- Belonging or related to the ranch.   2- Person who works or takes care of a ranch.  This word
is mainly used in Mexico. 

rancho grande
1- Rancho Grande is the name of a municipality located in the department of Matagalpa in the Republic of Nicaragua.  
A Rancho Grande is an imaginary ranch located somewhere in rural Mexico.  As the name suggests, it is a large ranch. 



ranger
Ranger: 1-US Army special Group, whose main function is to combat guerrillas.   2-Ranger was a line of vans, very
popular in the decade of the 70.  Ford Ranger trucks were manufactured by Ford Motor Company.

ranking
Ranking: m. English word adapted to the Spanish as rankin. Referred to as ranking to the table or list in which a series
of items or things are sorted in order of greatest to lesser, category or punctuation.

rapar
Baldy: (vb.  ) Cutting the hair to snuff.

rapear
Rapping: (vb.  ) Rapping.

rapidamente
quickly is incorrectly written, and should be written as "fast" as meaning:<br>Quickly: ( Advisor.  ) Quickly, a whole
March, hastily.

rapidito
Quick : 1- Quick diminutive .   2- Moving very fast, fast. 

rapidísimo
He's the fast superlative.  It refers to something or someone who is going at high speed, very fast.

rapitendero
In Colombia, a rapitendero is a person who provides the service of domiciles on a bicycle or motorbike through an
application called "Rappi".  The name "rapitendero" originated from the fact that in the beginning these people work
directly with the shops, taking the requested orders to the home of the customers by telephone, moving to it on a
bicycle.

raponazo
Crimen: m. form of theft in which a raponero or thief starts something just flip to the victim and runs at full speed.

rappi
Rappi is an application that offers different services at home.  Through this app the customer can place an order to the
supermarket, to the store, to the drugstore, etc. 

rapto de las sabinas
The rape of the Sabine women is a Roman legend: to populate Rome, Romulus made to abduct Sabine women during a
party; the kidnapping provoked war, which ended the mediation of the own Sabinas.

raquetbolista
Raquetbolista: ( adj.  ) Sportsman who practiced racquetball.



rara vez
This expression indicates that something happens or is done very rarely, very rarely.

rascabuches
Rascabuches, is the nickname with which was known one of the members of the fearsome crime band in the television
series El Chapulín Colorado.  "The Rascabuches" was the sentimental companion of "La Minina", played by Florida
Meza.

rasquiñita
Rasquiñita: f. in some regions of Colombia, in the colloquial language used this word as a synonym for spat.

rastreadores
Trackers : Plural Tracker .  He's looking for something or someone following his trail. 

ratas
Rats: ( Pl.  )  In the colloquial language a rat is a rogue, thief, thief, raponero, etc.

raticida
Rat poison.    ( masculine noun )     A substance that contains a powerful poison and is used to exterminate rats and
mice. 

ratito
While: Diminutive of time.

raudos embates
Strong and impetuous blows from the sea. 2. Violent onslaught of something: "Some cities in the world have suffered the
ravages of 34 nature;.

ravioli
Ravioli: m. sandwich of dough with minced meat served with sauce and grated cheese.

raviolis
Ravioli: m.   ( Plural ) Sandwiches of dough with minced meat served with sauce and grated cheese.

raya ahumada
Smoked Raya: lightly fried, stewed or cooked, Raya who was previously exposed to a source of smoke for their
conservation.

raya de cal
In a field of football, the stripe of cal is the line that demarcates the different areas of the field of game. His name is must
to the substance with which is makes this demarcation is, precisely, cal.

rayitos



The highlighted are overtones that are applied on the hair. It is a technique of beauty to highlight and add shine to hair.

rayonismo
Rayonism: m. Russian pictorial movement developed in 1911 by Larionov, partially out of futurism, whose compositions
sought to escape at the time and the space, or suggest the fourth dimension.

rayos x
X: invisible, electromagnetic radiation beams to the eye human, capable of traversing opaque bodies. The energy that
have x rays is able to ionize the atoms of matter, something that can be used for different purposes. In the field of
medicine are used to obtain internal images of the human body in order to detect lesions, trauma, etc.

rápidamente
1- Quickly, quickly.   2- Promptly. 

rápidamente
1- Quickly, quickly.   2- Promptly. 

rca victor
RCA Victor is an American record company that operated since 1930 and was acquired by Sony Music for many years.

re bueno
Re good: very good, very good.

re-productor
Re-productor is incorrectly written and it should be written as "player" being its meaning:<br>Player, ra: 1 - device used
to produce a copy of images or sounds. For example, a VCR is a reproductive system of videos and sounds. 2 - who
play or used to play. Examples: Reproductive organ, reproductive function.

re-quinto
Re-Quinto it is incorrectly written and it should be written as I "requinto" to being its meaning:<br>Requinto: m. small
four-string guitar.

reactivo extemporaneo
Reagent, va: adj.  1 Jesus said is what produces reaction. 2. in chemistry, it is called reactive to that substance that is
used in order to discover the presence of another substance, to identify the nature of a body or to produce certain
chemical reactions.

reactor
1- A reactor is a jet engine.   2- It is also called a jet reactor to the aircraft that uses jet engines. 

ready
Ready: ( pronounce redy ) English word which in Spanish translates: ready, ready, ready.



reagruparse
Vorver to group is or to meet is what already was clustered, but that for some reason is had disintegrated or separate.

real brasileño
The Brazilian real is the monetary unit of Brazil.  Its symbol is R$ . 

reales
Royal: (Plural of real) in Venezuela, in cash.   Synonyms: Receive, bowling (only in Venezuela).   The use of this word in
Venezuela has its origin in the fact that "real" was the name of the currency of that country until the year 1843.

realeza
Royalty: (f.  ) 1 - dignity or real sovereignty.   2 magnificence, grandeur and bombast of a King.

reata de mulas
1. Cord which binds two or more mules so they are in a row. 2 Rope or cord which becomes the e browband headstall or
cabresto to tie mules.

reatazo
A blow or whip given with a reata. 

rebajona
Rebajona: f. in the colloquial language, rebate, discount: "As I bought four jeans, the seller made me a rebajona ".

rebajón
Rebajon: ( m.  )  Augmentative of rebate.

rebolero
Rebolero and Rebolera: person who resides in the neighborhood Rebolo, in Barranquilla.

rebolo
Bolo, is the name of a neighborhood of the city of Barranquilla in Colombia.  It is located in the southeastern part of the
city.

rebotarse
In Colombia, rebounding is is angry someone collar is exalted, filled with anger.

rebueno
Rebueno: (adj.  ) Very good, outstanding, great, Super.

rebueno
Rebueno: (adj.  ) Very good, outstanding, great, Super.



rebueno
Rebueno: (adj.  ) Very good, outstanding, great, Super.

rebuscona
The word "rebuscona" is used to refer to that woman who is looking for life, although she is also used as a synonym for
whore or prostitute, being a little less derogatory than you are two last words.   Anyway, to protect the dignity of these
women, they are now known as sex workers.

rebusque
It is known as you rummaging all informal activity that a person gets the daily sustenance for her and her family.

receptor de radio
A radio receiver, also called a radio receiver or simply radio is an electronic device used to tune stations in frequency
modulated (FM), amplitude modulated (AM) and short wave. 

rechiflado
Rechiflado: adj.  Ojala, crazy tie.

rechoncho
Stubby, cha: Achaparrado.

reciclador
Recycler, ra ( adj.  )  Person who seeks between trash and waste, objects such as cardboard, plastic, paper, glass, etc,
to sell them.

recicladora
A recycler is a woman who delves between the garbage and rubbish in search of items such as cardboard, plastic,
glass, paper, for subsequently marketed in the recycling market.

recién llegado
You just get to a place.

reclamante
Person complaining . 

recoba
Álvaro Alexander Recoba Rivero, better known as "El Chino" Recoba is a retired Uruguayan footballer of oriental
ancestry.  He played as an attacking midfielder and was part of the roster of the national football team. 

recobro en salud
In Colombia, in the health care system, a recovery is a recovery that make the companies health promoters, (EPSs ) the
Fund of solidarity and guarantees (FOSYGA ) for those drugs and services not covered by the mandatory 40 health
plan;POS ) but that an affiliate manages to get by presenting a guardianship action before a judge of the Republic. The
EPS says that it does not deliver the medication or not providing the service for not being included in the POS, but the



judge when the conservatorship protects fundamental rights such as health and the life of the patient, and instructs the
EPS proceed accordingly by delivering medicines and services prescribed by the attending physician.

recocha
Recocha: f. ( colloquial ) Disorder, revelry, home.

recochero
The word recochero is an adjective of the colloquial language, applies to a person that likes the recocha, disorder; a
recochero can also be a " 34 cock sucker.

recogebolas
In football and other sports, the recogebolas is responsible for collecting and returning balls to the Court to disallow the
loss of playing time. In a football game can have up to four recogebolas: one behind each goal and one on each
sideline.

recolector de orina
Small plastic container used to collect a urine sample that has to lead to a clinical laboratory for analysis. It differs from a
collector of fecal matter where the latter brings a paddle or spoon of 7 cm approx.

recolector informal de basura
A collector or informal trash Bagger is a person, usually a recycler ( ra ) going through the streets checking the cans and
trash bags placed on sidewalks to be picked up by the truck. If reviewing among garbage, this person find something of
value such as cardboard, plastic, glass, inevitably will container or bag in your cart and will take it.

recontraespionaje
The word recontraespionaje does not exist, invented it Super Agente 86 in the television series of the same name. 
There, this character is nicknamed "the King of the recontraespionaje", by being equipped with a shoe that actually was
a phone, which allowed him to succeed in all their research despite its considerable clumsiness.

record
Record: English word which in Spanish means registration, history.

recorderis
Recorderis: It is the action of remind you of a past fact. Synonyms: Remembrance, reminiscence and remembrance.

recuero
Recuero : 1- Arriero or man in whose charge is the recua .    2- Last name of Spanish origin .

reculiar
reculiar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "reluctantly" being its meaning:<br>Back: go back. Walk or move
backward or go in reverse a person, an animal, or a vehicle

red de mujeres
In Barranquilla (Colombia), the Women's Departmental Network is a feminist organization that supports and provides



social and psychological assistance to women who have been victims of domestic or sexual violence. 

redeban
They redeban: ( 41 banking network;  It is a network that integrates and interconnects the entire banking system in
Colombia, what allows a user to make transactions at any ATM in the country using cards, debit or credit, no matter at
which Bank has based its account.

refalosa
La: f. in Chile, popular dance.

referee
Referee: ( pronounce referred )  English word which in Spanish is translated: arbitrator.

referí
Referí , Castilian form of the English word : referee .

refrescos
Soft drinks: ( Plural of refreshment ) A soda is a soft drink usually made with plant extracts, water and sugar, which is
taken cold to remove the thirst or cool.

refundir
Refund : ( v .  Tr.  ) 1- Re-melting a metal .    2- In colloquial language, store something in a secluded place.

refunfuñón
Refufuñón ( ya ) : Person who emits confused voices or between teeth in anger.

regañón
Scolding (and scolding).   Person who scolds a lot or who usually scolds. 

regar la bola
Spread a piece of news, a rumor or gossip.

regina 11
Regina 11 is the pseudonym used by Regina Betancourt de Liska, who was once a renowned Colombian mentalist. 
She was a presidential candidate in 1986, 1990 and 1994. 

regla en derechos
rule on rights is incorrectly written and should be written as "rule in law" being its meaning:<br>In law, a rule is a rule,
law, provision or rule.

reglazo
Reglazo: Once as a rule. In Colombia, some years ago, in colleges and schools was something normal punishing
children by hitting them with a ruler. This punishment was inflicted by teachers and professors. Such punishment or



abuse is currently prohibited by the national Constitution.

regordete
Plump: adj. Regordo, Tubby, gordote, Porky.

regordote
Regordote: ( ta ) Colloquial. Thick and short person.

regrupar
regrupar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "regrouping" being its meaning:<br>Group again or in a different
way which was already clustered.

reguetonero
Reggaeton: ( m. and f.  ) A supporter of the musical genre known as Reggaeton.

reguetonero
Reggaeton: ( m. and f.  ) A supporter of the musical rhythm known as Reggaeton.

reguetonero
Reggaeton: Singer who specializes in interpreting Reggaeton.

reguetón
Reggaeton: Form castellanizada from the word reggaeton, a music genre that emerged in Central America at the end of
the 1980's.

rehusarse
Refuse.    ( v .   Pron.  ) Refusing to accept anything, or not wanting or refusing to do something. 

reinfección
Second infection of which a person is a victim. 

reiterativo
Repetitive, va: that is frequently repeated, repetitive.

rejoneador
Rejoneador or rejoneadora: person who rejonea.

relacionista
Person who is dedicated to public relations. 

relajo
Relax.     ( s .   m .  ) 1- Disorder, hubbub.    2- Noisy fun. 



remachar
Rivet.      ( v .  Tr.  ) Crush the tip or head of a nailed nail for firmness. 

remolón
Mexican Institute of sound, na: adj.  Loose, heavy, it sidesteps the work or work.

remondillar
Remondillar: In Colombia, tear or bruise the skin of a person or an animal.

renault
Louis Renault: French engineer, founder of the Régie Nationale Renault, the most important automobile factory in
France.

renegón
Renegón ( na ) .  He frequently refutes or grumbss.

renio
Rhenium: m.   (Quim )  Metallic manganese family element. It has industrial application and is used in the hydrogenation
of unsaturated hydrocarbons and in the dehydrogenation of alcohols and aldehydes. Form colourless oxides. Symbol:
Re;  N. A., 75;  P. A., 182, 3

renoleta
The renoleta was a van that drove the market the company Renault at the beginning of the Decade of the 80s; It was a
vehicle similar to the renault 12, but longer than this.

renolito
Renolito is the name by which the small Renault 4 car, manufactured by the French company Renault, was known. 

reojo
Looking out of the way is looking covertly by pointing the view over your shoulder, or to one side and without turning
your head.

reóstato
Resistor: m.   (FIS.  ) Resistance sandwiched in a circuit, whose value can be varied at will by means of a cursor, a
crank or a wheel.

repantigarse
Repantigarse: sit back on the seat and stretch to achieve greater comfort.  Synonym: Retrepar is.

reparcheo
Action and effect of patching .

repartir la marrana



It is a colloquial expression that means: spread evenly among several people produced or gain something, especially
when it's something illegal.  For example, produced a delightful action as a theft.

repetidamente
repeatedly.    ( adv .  ) Repeatedly, repeatedly, several times. 

replay
Replay: English word which in Spanish translates: repeat, repeat.

repleto
Full, ta: adj. full to the limit, unless it fits nothing more: "The stadium was packed the day of the game world
championship ". Synonyms: Pletorico, plagued with.

reporter
Reporter , is an English word that in Spanish translates: reporter. 

reprobo
reprobo it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "reprobo" being its meaning:<br>Reprobate, ba: ( adj.  )
Condemned to eternal punishment.

reproductor de dvd
It is an electronic device that is capable of playing the contents of a DVD and a CD (video, photos, audio, etc.).  )  .   In
English it is translated: DVD player. 

reproductor de dvd en inglés
Many people are confused and believe that the DVD is the device or player, so it is often heard, e.g.: "The DVD went off
suddenly and why I took it is technical so check it ". In this respect is necessary to clarify that DVD is disc, and the
device or machine that serves to listen to music or watch videos or images recorded on the DVD, called DVD player,
which in English is equivalent to DVD player.

republica dominica
Republica dominica is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Dominican Republic." being its meaning:<br>State
of America Central, which includes the eastern part of the island of Haiti or Santo Domingo, in the Greater Antilles. It
borders to the North by the Atlantic Ocean, to the East by the Mona passage, which separates it from Puerto Rico, to the
South by the Caribbean Sea and to the West with the Republic of Haiti. Population: 10,000,000 inhabitants
approximately.

reputación digital
This expression refers to the opinion, idea or concept that people have about a person on different social networks and
in general on the Internet, especially when it comes to famous characters.  Reputation can be good or bad.

requerimientos
1 Applications or requests that are made to someone that it would give solution to something. 2. Requirement: Judiciary
Act whereby orders someone who make or stop doing something, or to explain the reason for his earlier performance.



requetebueno
Requetebueno: adj. Very good.   ( In this case, it acts as a superlative ).

requetedelicioso
Requetedelicioso: Very delicious, very tasty.

requetemalo
Requetemalo: Very bad, very bad.

requintista
A musician who plays the requinto in a musical group. 

resalto
Boss: (s.  m.  ) 1 - protruding on a surface.    2. name given to speed reducer.  Synonym: highlight.

resbalada
Coaster: ( s. f.  ) Slip.

rescatador
Rescuer (and rescuer) person who deals with the rescue of persons victims of an earthquake, a flood, or other natural
disaster.

rescatista
Rescuer: ( adj. m. and f.  ) A person who deals with the rescue of persons victims of an earthquake, a flood or other
natural disaster.

residente
Residente, is the pseudonym by which Puerto Rican rapper René Pérez Joglar, former vocalist of the group Calle 13, is
known. 

restaurant
Restaurant: Word of French origin that in Spanish means: restaurant. In Venezuela, the word is used " 34 restaurant;
instead of " 34 restaurant.

restaurantero
Restaurantero ( ra ) Person who owns or runs a restaurant.

restroom
Restroom, is an English word which in Spanish translates: bathroom.

retazo
Scrap: m. piece of fabric or other material that can be discarded or taken advantage of.



retenedor de cableado
It is a device or hook that used the companies of electricity, fixed telephony, cable TV, etc., and which serves to hold or
keep a cable or a set of cables. Synonym: Tensor.

retinólogo
A retinologist is an ophthalmologist specializing in everything to do with the retina: treatments, conditions, surgeries, etc.

retirada de los diez mil
Name given to the withdrawal of the Greek expedition, after the death of Cyrus the younger in the battle of Cunaxa ( 4th
century before Christ ). It was narrated by Xenophon.

retornados
In Colombia, the name of "returnees" was given to all those Colombians who lived in Venezuela and who, faced with the
economic crisis in that country and Maduro's onslaught, had to leave "flying" to return to Colombia. 

retro
Retro: 1 – that evokes the taste or fashion of a past tense: retro music, cinema retro. 2 prefix meaning to rear or back: rearview, retroactively.

retroexcavadora
Backhoe: (41 F; Heavy machine that serves to make excavations: to install the sewer system operators had to use a
backhoe.

revendedor
Reseller: (and sells) person who resell something, and that almost always makes it illegal or unauthorized manner.

reversazo
Reversal: m. sudden twist whereby a person changes or pulls back an initial decision.

reverso
Reverse.    1- Opposite part to the front of a thing.    2- On the coins and medals, opposite side to the obverse. 

revoltillo de huevos
A jumble of eggs, also called egg parakeet, scrambled eggs, eggs in parakeet, scrambled eggs, is a food that is
prepared with eggs, onion and tomato, and usually served at breakfast.

revolución de febrero
Revolutionary movement of working-class and Socialist character who dethroned Luis Felipe de Francia ( 41
24-11-1848;.

revolución de julio
Revolutionary movement causing on 27, 28 and 29 July 1830 in Paris the fall of the regime of Carlos X.

revolución de septiembre



Spanish political movement that put an end to the reign of Isabel II, in 1868

revolú
The word " 34 revolutions; Yes it is written correctly. It is a colloquial term and is written thus, revolution, with " (v) " and
tilde in the " u ". Why some employees are empecinan in wrongly asserting that a word or another is misspelled when in
reality it is not so is not then understood. Please do not mistake the community.

revolvito
Revolvito : Revolver diminutive. 

revólver de agua
A water revolver is a toy revolver equipped with a small water tank that is triggered when the trigger is activated. 

revueltería
Scramble.     ( female noun )    Commercial place where they sell vegetables and fruits.  The name originates because in
some regions vegetables are given the name "scrambled". 

rey david
King of Israel, founder of the dynasty of Jerusalem ( 1000-960 before Christ ). Winner of the giant Goliath and the
Philistines. He made the capital of the Kingdom of Jerusalem and extended its boundaries to the Mediterranean, the
Euphrates, the Lebanon and the Red Sea

rey midas
King Midas: He was a King of Phrygia who ruled in the period between the 740 and 696 a. of c., approximately.
According to the legend, King Midas turned into gold everything he touched.

rey momo
King Momo is the central character who presides over the carnival of Barranquilla, Colombia.  For each year a new King
Momo is chosen who will preside over this feast, and must be an older man who for many years has been closely linked
to this feast; you should be cheerful, enthusiastic, affectionate, etc.

reyerta
Brawl: f. confrontation between two or more people. Synonyms: confrontation, fight, dispute, quarrel, lid, combat,
camorra, battle, Brawl, duel, home, battle, skirmish, grab, conflict, friction, lawsuit, dispute, skirmish, competition, shock,
fair, competition, pending, discord.

rezandera
Mourner: f. woman who prays. Applies especially to the woman of some adults dedicated to praying at funerals and
burials, hired by the relatives of the deceased.

réferi
Réferi or referee , are the Castilian forms of the English word : referee , which translated into Spanish means : referee

ribereña



Coastal and Riverside: ( adjs.  ) A person who lives in a region of ribera.

rico
Rico: adj.  1. delicious, tasty and enjoyable. 2 wealthy, millionaire.

riesgo
Risk: m. danger or inconvenience as possible and imminent.

rifirrafe
Scuffle: controversial, discussion, pull and pull.

riflazo
Riflazo: Blow given with any object.

rigo
Rigo, is the affectionate way of calling or referring to Rigoberto. 

rimbombante
Bombastic: ( adj.  ) Ostentatious, eye-catching, shiny, pompous, showy.

rime
The RIME (Regional Military Intelligence of the Army) is an intelligence and investigations division of the Colombian
Army.  This division was formerly known as B2. 

rinconcito
Diminutive of corner . 

ring
Ring: (English word ) Square stage surrounded by ropes on which the boxing matches are developed.

ringtone
It is an English word that in Spanish is translated: ring tone, and refers to the sound that the phone emits to indicate that
a call is entering, a text message, a message from WhatsApp, etc.

rinse
Rinse: English word which in Spanish translates: rinse. Rinse, also called conditioner is a cosmetic product used to rinse
hair after washing it with shampoo.

ripiar
Get: vb.   ( colloquial )  1 break something into pieces, especially a role. 2 shred or fray something. Example: " This
afternoon we are going to dinner meat shingle ".



ripio
A " 34 gravel; It is a piece or residue of something, especially paper, cardboard, fabric, etc.

riqueño
Riqueño (ña), is another demonym of people born in Puerto Rico. 

riquísimo
Very rich is the superlative of rico, refers to something that is very delicious.

risita
Diminutive of laughter.

risita
Giggle, is the name sometimes given to people who smile all the time.

risotada
Laugh: laughter. Laugh loud and impetuous.

rizador
Curler: ( s.m.  ) Electrical appliance used to curl the hair.

rizos
Tugs of hair that are shaped like a ring.

rizotto
rizotto is incorrectly written, and should be written as "risotto" being its meaning:<br>Word of Italian origin. It is a food
preparation whose main ingredient is rice.

río salado
Rio Salado: River of Argentina. Born in San Juan province and empties into the Colorado, in the province of la Pampa.
In its upper course it carries the names of Bermejo and Desaguadero. In its course, the Chadileuvu. Course: 2000 Kms,
aprox.

roaming
Roaming: English word which in Spanish translates: roaming. In wireless communications, roaming is the ability of a
device to move a coverage area to another area where the operator does not have coverage, and continue operating
with coverage ( 41 antennas; another operator, thanks to a previously established agreed.

roaming internacional
Roaming: English word meaning in Spanish: 1-roaming. 2 roam, roam.  It refers to the ability of a mobile phone to move
toward an area where the operator does not have coverage, and continue to operate with the coverage of another
operator. International roaming refers to that same capacity when the device moves to another country, from which can
continue operating, using telephone networks and antennas of companies established in that country, through
previously signed agreements.



robadera
Robadera : ( s .   f .  ) Frequent and repeated theft. 

roberto dinamita
Carlos Roberto de Oliveira (Roberto Dynamite in Spanglés) is a former Brazilian footballer who played as a striker and
participated with his country's national football team in several world championships. 

robin
Robin is a fictional character in the film and television play "Batman".  "The Wonder Boy" as Robin was also known, was
Batman's inseparable companion.  Together they roamed the streets of Gotham in their modern convertible car known
as Batimobile.

robo hormiga
Ant theft: It is a form of theft in which several robbers entering a store with the apparent intention of buying, but while
some distract to sellers, others are responsible for stealing goods from the shelves or cabinets. To not arouse suspicion
thieves enter the store by sepado.

robocop
A movie of science is fiction that was starring a robot carrying the same name.

robot
Robot: m. machine of human appearance and is able to perform some functions of the human being, because that can
be programmed to move and express words automatically.

robotizado
Robotized: 1 – that looks like a robot.   2 - acts or behaves like a robot.

robótica
Robotics: f. set of theories and techniques for the design, construction and use of robots.

rockear
Rock: Ride one or several people partying to the rhythm of rock.

rockola
A jukebox is a music that plays songs automatically by introducing coins inside. Previously this machine received the
names of slot and Victrola.

rodadero
El Rodadero is the name of a beach located in Santa Marta, Colombia.  It is located approximately five kilometres from
the Centre of the city.

rodadita
In Colombia, "sticking your rodadita" is to visit or go to a certain point, such as a city, a municipality or a population,
especially when that "rodadita" is given to go for a walk or to enjoy some festivities.  The expression originates from the



term "roll".

rodillazo
Once as a roller.

rodillazo
Once as a roller.

rodillazo
Knee: ( m.  ) Hit with the knee.

rodolfoneta
"Rodolfoneta", was the name given by the former candidate for the presidency of Colombia Rodolfo Hernández to a bus
in which he, some of his advisers and some followers, moved through the different streets of Bucaramanga in the middle
of the campaign for the presidency of the Republic. 

rodri
1- Rodrigo Hernández Cascante, better known as "Rodri", is a Spanish footballer who plays as a midfielder.  He has
provided his services to the Manchester City football team.    2 - Affectionate way of calling or referring to Rodrigo. 

rojiblanco
Spruce or red and white Atletico: ( adj.  ) Red and white colors, as the shirts of teams Atletico Junior of Barranquilla,
Colombia, and Atletico Madrid ( 41 Spain;.

roletazo
In baseball, a roletazo is a hit that ball out giving boats at the ground level.

rom
ROM : Abbreviation of Read Only Memory which it designates in computing the memory whose information cannot be
modified once entered on the computer.

romboy
It is the name that is sometimes given to a roundabout or traffic circle in the popular jargon.

rompecabeza
puzzle is incorrectly written and should be written as "puzzle ( in plural )" being its meaning:<br>A " Puzzle " It is a board
game which consists of assembling a figure combining parts of this, found in different pieces or parts properly.

romper el hielo
Break the silence. Dare to speak in a tense situation in which for any given reason, silence has become.

rompevidrios
Rompevidrios: ( adj.  ) Chapeau that is dedicated to break them glasses of them vehicles to steal the belongings of them



drivers and passengers. The rompevidrios operate usually in public street taking advantage of the con to commit their
misdeeds.

ron compuesto
Composite rum is a palliative that serves to alleviate all kinds of ailment and some general ailments according to popular
belief.  It is prepared by pouring a certain amount of rum or brandy in a bottle, adding pieces of sticks and leaves of
medicinal plants.   It is a topical use.

ron damón
Ron Damón, is the way the children of the Chavo neighborhood, in their children's language, pronounce the expression
Don Ramón, alluding to the father of La Chilindrina. 

ronchita
Ronchita, is the diminutive of Welt.

roncito
Roncito: Diminutive of rum.

roncona
Drone and roncona: ( adjs.  ) Person who boasts of qualities and skills that actually does not possess.

roncona
Roncona: ( adj.  ) Applies to that woman who snores a lot.

ronero
Ronero (ra): person who consumes much ron.

ropa interior comestible
Is a type of underwear women ( pantis and bras ) made from confectionery products, that can be eaten sensuously,
which can cause sexual arousal, the woman who has put both the man who tears apart it and devours it in a sexual
foreplay.

roquero
Rocker or best rocker: belonging or related to the rock.

roquero
Rocker: Belonging or related to the rocks.

roscón
A roulade is a medium pan that has a thread-like shape.  It is made with flour from wheat, water, sugar, yeast and other
ingredients; This mixture is kneaded and cooked in the oven.  Sometimes they add of dulce de leche or guava sweet
inside.



rosi
Rosi: Apocope of Rosita, which in turn is the affectionate call rose.

rosita
Rosita: 1 - way loving pink, feminine proper name-call.   2. in Mexico, effeminate man, gay man.

rosmy
Rosmy: Affectionate call or refer to Rosmery, feminine name forms.

rosqueta
A rosqueta is a roll of larger than a rosquita; It is a baked, mainly made from wheat flour, in addition to other ingredients. 
It is characterized by having similar to a thread medium, hence its name.

rosquitas
The Donuts, also called doughnuts, are a few small toasted buns, whose main ingredient is flour of wheat. Its name
originated because, precisely, these rolls have a small thread-like shape.

rostizar
Roasting: ( 41 verb; Roast meat, especially chicken.

rostizar
Roasting: ( 41 verb; Roast meat, especially chicken.

royal
Royal.   1- Word of English origin that translated into Spanish means : real .    2- Royal, was the name of two cinemas in
the city of Barranquilla : Royal Center and Royal Plaza.  

rubela
Rubella is incorrectly written, and should be written as "rubella" being its meaning:<br>Rubella or rubella: f. infectious
disease caused by a virus that causes stains pink skin, accompanied by fever and the enlargement of the lymph nodes
of the neck.

rubiales
1- Rubiales, is a surname of Spanish origin.  2- Luis Manuel Rubiales is the name of the president of the Royal Spanish
Football Federation, who these days is at the center of a strong controversy after having given a kiss on the mouth to
the player Jenni Hermoso, during the award to the Spanish football team, for having been crowned world champion in
the championship of Australia and New Zealand.  Many have criticized Mr. Rubiales' update, however some ask the
following question: "Why didn't the player Jenni Hermoso "do the cobra" to Rubiales, that is, why didn't she avoid the
kiss?" The answer is simple: apparently the player Jenni Hermoso did not have time to "make the cobra". 

rubiela
Rubiela: Name own feminine which is derived from Ruby. She likes to smile, is original, loyal, submissive and
self-sacrificing.



ruborizar
Blush: vb. 1 cause flushing or blushing in a person.  Synonym: blush.  2 produce some fact or a comment a feeling of
shame in a person, which is evident because the embarrassed person's face will turn red or pale color.

rucha
Rucha cassava is a type of cassava to be cooked is not softened, and that undergo fire remains hard.

rucho
Rucho: ( adj.  ) Rough, rough.

rumba electrónica
Referred to as electronic rumba to the party enlivened mainly by electronic music, and that is decorated with strobe
lighting. These rumbas is characterized because in them many of its attendees consume drugs psychedelic and
hallucinogenic. As dato curious, in these rumbas is consumes little liquor and instead there is a high consumption of
water cold, with which them people accompany them hallucinogenic known as MDMA or Ecstasy, methamphetamine,
LSD best known as acid diethylamide, among others, that usually is presented in pills or tablets. The above has its
explanation in the fact that such mixing psychedelic drugs with alcohol, there is a high risk of poisoning and even death.

rumba electrónica
Referred to as electronic rumba to the party enlivened mainly by electronic music, and that is decorated with strobe
lighting. These rumbas are characterized because in many of his assistants consumed psychedelic and hallucinogenic
drugs. As dato curious, in these rumbas is consumes little liquor and instead there is a high consumption of water cold,
with which them people accompany them hallucinogenic known as MDMA or Ecstasy, methamphetamine, LSD best
known as acid diethylamide, among others, that usually is presented in pills or tablets. The above has its explanation in
the fact that such mixing psychedelic drugs with alcohol, there is a high risk of poisoning and even death.

rumba eletrónica
Referred to as electronic rumba to the party enlivened mainly by electronic music, and has strobe lighting. These
rumbas or festivals are characterized by some of the attendees are dedicated to psychedelic and hallucinogenic drugs.

rumba eletrónica
Rumba eletronica is incorrectly written and should be written as "electronic rumba" being its meaning:<br>

rumbear
Partying: vb. Out of rumba, of fiesta.

rumbón
Rumbón: ( s.m.  ) Great rumba. Big party.

rumbón melón
It is the name of a song of the genus " 34 sauce; performed by the Orchestra of Pastrana Joe.

rumorosa
Rumorosa is the alias by which the daughter of El Matonsísimo Kid was known, in the chapters of the legendary western
in the television series El Chapulín Colorado.  The Matonsísimo Kid, played by Ramón Valdés and sometimes by Carlos



Villagrán, was a well-known outlaw, who was sometimes accompanied by his daughter Rosa "La Rumorosa" to commit
his misdeeds. 

run run
A run run is a rumor, gossip.

rupia
1- The rupee is the monetary unit of the Republic of Sri Lanka and other countries such as India, Pakistan, Nepal,
Indonesia. 

russo
Miguel Angel Russo is an Argentine ex-footballer who currently works as a technician. Just be hired to direct the team
Millonarios of Bogotá, Colombia.

ruud
Ruud Gullit is a Dutch former footballer who played as an attacking midfielder and sometimes as a striker; He was part
of his country's national football team, known at the time as the "Clockwork Orange". 

rúbeo y rubio
Rúbeo, bea: adj. That strip to red.  Rubio, bia: adj. The gold-like color.

s a
S. a.: acronym of Sociedad Anónima.

sabana, sábana
Savannah ( no tilde )  f in America, plain, especially if is very extensive and devoid of arboreal vegetation, i.e., with
abundant grass and few trees.  Savannah ( with tilde )  Part or canvas used as bedding: mattress is covered with the
sheet below, and with the above cover the person who goes to sleep.

sabanalarguero
Sabanalarguero and sabanalarguera: ( adjs.  ) Person born in the municipality of Sabanalarga in the Department of
Atlántico in Colombia.

sabaneta
Sabaneta : 1- Municipality of Colombia, located in the department of Antioquia.  It has a population of approximately 60 .
000 inhabitants.   2- Small sheet.

sabedor
Sabedor ( ra ) .   A person who knows or knows a certain thing, or many things. 

sabelotodo
Know-it-all: A person who is given infulas of knowing a lot, or of knowing more than he really does not know. 



sabido
Known: It is said of what is already known. 

sabinos
Sabines: (Plural ) Old Latin village established near Rome. According to the story, after the rape of the Sabine women,
broke out a war between the Romans and the Sabines, which ended with a Treaty of Alliance, whereby they would
reside in Rome, while retaining its King and its Senate. NUMA Pompilio and the Claudios belonged to this village.

sabiondo
Wise or wise.    ( adjs .  ) A person who is incapable of knowing a lot, or of knowing more than he actually knows. 

sablear
Sablear : ( v .  Intr.  ) In colloquial language, ask for money from another, either borrowed or gifted.

saborizada
A flavored drink, also called flavored water is a beverage to which have been added one or several natural or artificial
ingredients so they transferred him its characteristic flavor.  These ingredients are usually essences flavoured with
vanilla, kola, Orange, grape, Apple, strawberry, etc.

saborizar
Bouillon: ( 41 verb; Add to an edible preparation ( liquid or solid ) one or more natural or artificial ingredients in order that
thereby assume its characteristic flavor.

sabó
It's the somewhat apocop-ed form of the word taste.

sacagrapas
A staple punch is a small utensil that is used to remove staples that hold or join folios or sheets of paper, preventing
them from being damaged. 

sacapuntas
A sharpener is a small instrument that, as the name implies, serves to remove the tip or sharpen the pencils. 

sacar de madre
Make a person feel anger, annoyance, or intense anger.

sacar la chuleta
It is a colloquial expression. Among students, take out the piece of paper that was hidden for secretly reference tests. It
is something as well as copied or cheating in the academic evaluation.

sacar la lengua
When a person stick out your tongue is usually to mock someone: " I can not make language which hate me to ".



sacar las tripas
1 Gut. 2. In the colloquial language, " remove casings " It means to ask many questions to anyone on any subject,
especially gossip or gossip.

sacar las uñas
Said of a person who appeared to be humble, simple, friendly kind, sympathetic, reveal your true personality,
characterized for being the opposite of the above.

sacar maletas
It is to leave someone in a muddle or mess.

sacar pecho
Facing an adverse situation with courage.

sacarse el gordo
Guess the number of lottery jackpot. Synonym: hit you the jackpot.

sacarse la lotería
It's the same as winning the lottery, in popular jargon, hitting the fat man. 

sacudirse
Shaking : ( v .  Pron.  ) 1- Remove someone with a certain abruptness something that carries on it .    2- Departing from
a person, something or a situation that disturbs, annoys or unsettles .

sacumba
sacumba is incorrectly written, and should be written as "macumba" being its meaning:<br>Macumba: Cult or ritual
originating in Africa, than in America is very practiced by Brazilian blacks. It combines elements of African animism and
wizardry, with dances, drumming and singing.

sagrada escritura
Sacred Scripture ( best in plural ) It is the Bible, also known as the word of God, written under the inspiration of the Holy
Spirit. It includes the books of the old and the New Testament.

sagrada familia
The Sagrada Familia is the name of a school in Barranquilla, Colombia. It is characterized by maintaining a line and
religious ideology.

sagrado rostro
Sagrado Rostro was an imaginary saint, much mentioned by Pedro Coral Tavera in the Colombian telenovela "Pedro El
Escamoso". 

sahumadora
The sahumadora is a woman who in some religious processions carries a container with which the aromatic smoke
called sahumerio, which occurs in said container, is spreading.



sahumar
1- Burn one or more aromatic substances to purify a place, or to make it smell good.   2- Perfume somewhere with
aromatic smoke. 

sahumerio
Smoke that produces an aromatic matter that has been set on fire to sahumar.

sai
In Colombia, S.A.I. stands for international auto service, which was a service of long-distance international providing the
Empresa Nacional de Telecom ( 41 TELECOM; When in many countries still not had implemented or crowded cellular
telephony and much less the Internet. Today the name SAI is still used and appoints a business premises in which it
provides the service of calls to mobile and fixed telephony national and international.

saileth
Saileth: Name own feminine that is rare and of unknown origin. It is believed that it could have derived from Maileth or
Yaileht. As few women with that name, its characteristics and its nature are unknown.

sala de audiencias
In a court room which is judged to the defendants.

sala de espera
The waiting area is that part of a building or an office where people sit to wait to be served, or the fact that are waiting to
happen.

sala de estar
A living room, living room or living room is a room or lounge to receive visits, read, watch television and perform other
activities.

sala de maternidad
It was a television program broadcast by the Discovery Channel in which documenting and video showed different
aspects of the moments before to a delivery, as well as the moments of delivery and postpartum.

sala de neonatos
In a hospital or clinic, the babies room is the room or especially equipped room to keep girls and newborn infants who
are premature, that present low weight or who were born with a health problem.

sala de partos
In hospitals and clinics, the delivery room is the space or room conditioned for the birth of babies and babies. 

sala de ventos
Evidently this expression is misspelled.  See Room or Event Room or Sales Room. 

sala porno
Porn room: cinema in which project and exhibit pornographic films.



sala triple x
The triple X (XXX) rooms are the movie theaters in which triple X films are projected, that is, those films that due to their
high pornographic content are only recommended for adults. 

sala x
Room x Local cinema dedicated to Imaging and display of pornographic films.

salado de buenos aires
Argentina River, which rises in the El Chañar lagoon, located in the province of Santa Fe, and flows into the estuary of
the Río de La Plata. Approximately 1000 km course.

salah
Salah is a surname of Arabic origin. 

salamanquesa
Gecko: f. (Zool.  )  Lizard reptile of compressed body, Ashen color, and TB skin; fingers are swollen at their ends and
fitted with a blade as a suction cup that allows you to adhere and climbing the walls. It lives under rocks or in crevices of
buildings, and feeds on insects. He is erroneously considered poisonous animal.

salami
Salami : ( s .  M.  ) Food made with minced meat tucked into an elongated, thick casing, which is cut into round, thin
slices, and usually consumed cold.

salarios
Wages: Plural of salary. Salary, emoluments.

salchicha
Sausage: ( s.f.  )  Sausage into thin casings of fat and lean pork.

salchichería
Shop where sausage, sausage, ham and other cold meats and sausages are sold.

salchichonería
Deli: ( s.f.  )  In Mexico, shop where it sells ham, salami, pepperoni, sausage, mortadella and other meats.

salchipapa
The salchipapa is a meal served in several Latin American countries, which consists of a plate of sausages fried, cut into
slices, accompanied by fries French, sauces, and salad.


